# Abstract

In this proposal we attacked the problem of kinking nonlinearity using a number of techniques and approaches. We used nanoindentation, modeling and simple compression experiments on a variety of materials that ranged from the hexagonal metals such as Co and Mg to mica, BaTiO3, graphite to the MAX phases. In modeling we showed, in a PRB paper, for the first time, that KNE hysteresis can be well modeled/described by the powerful Preisach-Mayergoyz model that has been successfully used for many years to describe other hysteresis phenomena.
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ABSTRACT

In this proposal we attacked the problem of kinking nonlinearity using a number of techniques and approaches. We used nanoindentation, modeling and simple compression experiments on a variety of materials that ranged from the hexagonal metals such as Co and Mg to mica, BaTiO3, graphite to the MAX phases. In modeling we showed, in a PRB paper, for the first time, that KNE hysteresis can be well modeled/described by the powerful Preisach-Mayergoyz model that has been successfully used for many years to describe other hysteresis phenomena, such as magnetism. We now routinely use our KNE model to measure the CRSS of basal dislocations in polycrystalline solids from a simple compression experiment – another first - and showed it to follow a Hall-Petch relationship. With colleagues at Florida Institute of Technology, we developed a powerful nanoscale continuum calculation of basal dislocation core structures in graphite. This work is the first step towards developing a robust model for, first, kink boundaries and ultimately incipient kink bands. We also developed and filed for patents for - Mg/Ti2AlC composites with exceptional combinations of strengths, stiffness, machinability and damping. In an important paper to geologists we showed that not only is mica a KNE solid, but as important its KNE response is a function of its defect concentration.
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Sub Contractors (DD882)
Composites with record values of energy dissipated per cycle per unit volume

In previous reports and papers we showed that the MAX phases, more specifically, Ti2AlC and the hexagonal metals, including Mg, were both kinking nonlinear solids. This led us to postulate that Mg composites reinforced with Ti2AlC should result in solids with large energies dissipated per cycle per unit volume, Wd, as a result of the formation and annihilation of dislocation-based incipient kink bands, IKBs. In a recent paper, we reported on the processing and microstructural characterization of 50 vol. % Ti2AlC/nanocrystalline (nc) Mg-matrix composites fabricated by pressureless melt infiltration at 750 °C for 1 h. X-ray diffraction and transmission electron microscopy both confirmed that the Mg grain size was ~35±15 nm. Some Mg was dissolved in the Ti2AlC confirming the existence of a (Ti1-xMgx)2AlC solid solution, with x as high as 0.2. A small amount of Ti (3±1 at. %) was also found in the Mg-matrix. In a paper published in Nano Letters, we showed that this microstructure was also exceptionally stable; annealing for 6 h at 550 °C did not alter the size of the Mg-grains. More recently we showed that heating this nano-grained Mg at 500 °C for 8h had absolutely no effect on the mechanical properties of the composite, confirming the extraordinary thermal stability of the Mg-matrix.

At 350±40 the ultimate tensile strength is significantly greater than other pure Mg-composites reported in the literature. At 700±10 MPa, the ultimate compressive stresses of these composites were ~40% higher than those of a 50 vol.% Ti3SiC2-Mg or a 50 vol.% SiC-Mg, in which the Mg-matrix grains were not at the nanoscale. The Ti2AlC/nc-Mg composites are readily machinable, stiff (~70 GPa), strong, light (2.9 g/cm3) and exhibited exceptional damping capabilities, that increased as the square of the applied stress to stress levels of the order of ~500 MPa. The Wd values at such stress levels was, for a short time (see below) the highest ever reported for a crystalline solid. This work resulted in a patent application by Drexel University. Thixomat of Ann Arbor, MI is also testing these composites for armor applications.

2) Effect of Texture on Energy dissipated per cycle.

Given that kinking is a plastic instability, it was further postulated that if the Ti2AlC grains were aligned such that their basal planes were parallel the direction of the applied stress then kinking would be more prevalent, which in turn should result in even higher Wd values than if there were no texture. To test this idea we fabricated and tested the effects of texture on KNE and Wd. At 450 MPa, Wd of the composites in which the Ti2AlC grains were oriented parallel to the applied load direction – i.e. edge on - texture was found to be ~0.6 MJ/m3, a value that exceeds our previous record (see above) of ~0.4 MJ/m3 at 475 MPa reported for a randomly oriented composite. The main role of the nc-Mg matrix was to enhance the ultimate compressive and tensile stresses of the composites. At 700±10 and 380±20 MPa, the ultimate compressive and tensile strengths of the composites were significantly higher than those reported in the literature for composites in general and in which the matrices were pure Mg, in particular. This paper was submitted for publication.

Because all composite and bulk Ti2AlC samples tested traced fully reversible, reproducible, hysteretic loops during uniaxial cyclic compression tests, they were classified as KNE solids. When the results were analyzed using our recently developed microscale IKB-based model, the various relationships predicted among the three independently measured values – stress, nonlinear strain and Wd – were exceptionally well adhered to. In all composites, and despite very different loop shapes and sizes, the critical resolved shear stresses of basal plane dislocations in Ti2AlC, calculated from the model, fell within the narrow range of 37.7±0.5 MPa. The same was true for the reversible dislocation density that fell in the quite narrow range of 1.1±0.3×1014 m⁻², suggesting the presence of an equilibrium state to which all the systems migrate.

3) Hysteresis in Kinking Nonlinear Elastic Solids and the Preisach-Mayergoyz Model

In a paper published in PRB, we show that the stress-induced, dislocation-based, elastic hysteretic loops of kinking nonlinear elastic solids – polycrystalline cobalt, 10 vol. % porous Ti2AlC and fully dense Ti3SiC2– obey the scalar Preisach-Mayergoyz phenomenological model because they exhibit wipe-out and congruency, two necessary and sufficient tenets of the model. We also demonstrate the power of the model in predicting the response of these materials to complex stress histories, as well as, determining the distributions of the threshold and friction stresses associated with the incipient kink bands – the fundamental microscopic units responsible for kinking non-linear elasticity.

4) Encyclopedia Entry on Kinking Non-linear Elastic Solids

The third entry by the PI of this proposal in the Encyclopedia of Materials Science and Technology, deals with KNE solids. The first 2 entries were on the MAX phases - KNE solids are ubiquitous in nature and span the gamut of bonding in solids, from metallic, to covalent, to ionic and van der Waals and combinations thereof. Plastic anisotropy is a sufficient condition for belonging to the set. IKBs, the precursors of regular KBs, are the micro-mechanism responsible for kinking nonlinear elasticity. The nucleation and growth of IKBs are believed to be responsible for the fully, reversible, strain rate independent – at least up to 10⁻³ s⁻¹ stress-strain curves that close spontaneously.

The following factors have been shown to affect the size and shapes of the reversible loops:

a) Grain size: the larger the grain size, the larger 2a and hence the lower the threshold stresses, which, for a given s, in turn results in larger stress-strain loops and larger Wd values. The size to which the dislocation loops can grow is also larger.

b) Shear moduli: The lower the values of G, the larger Wd. This is a strong factor since Wd is inversely proportional to G. This factor also explains why, at a given stress, porous solids can dissipate more energy than fully dense solids.

c) CRSS or O/b: This is an important factor and is essentially a measure of the CRSS of IKB dislocations. All else being equal, solids with higher CRSS will dissipate more energy than ones that have lower values. This comment notwithstanding, since
there is a strong correlation between CRSS and the threshold stresses, the net result of having solids with high values of CRSS to enhance Wd has to be considered on a case-by-case basis.

d) Dislocation core width, w: In principle this factor is related to the critical kinking angle, $\chi_c$ and the narrower the dislocations, the higher $\chi_c$, and the lower the values of Wd. Since to date all dislocations were assumed to have the same w, this factor remains to be tested.

e) Texture: Texture can and will affect the Taylor factor, M, which as noted above can play an important role.

5) In a paper published in J. Structural Geology, we show, using cyclic spherical nanoindentation experiments, that the deformation mechanisms in mica, including basal plane ruptures and delaminations, can be explained by invoking the presence of mobile dislocation walls, incipient and regular kink bands. Our results clearly show that the energy dissipated, or that stored, during the deformation of muscovite depends critically on its previous deformation history and/or the pre-existing defect concentration. Once nucleated, the dislocation-based incipient kink bands are believed to be responsible for the nonlinear elastic deformation and hysteretic loops obtained during cyclic loading. Moreover, a model by which the number and distribution of dislocations under the indenter can be estimated and the energy consumed in their motion is presented. From the model, we also estimate the critical resolved shear stress for the motion of basal plane dislocations under an indenter. The implications of this work can be extended beyond mica to understand the nonlinear hysteretic deformation in other geological formations dominated by layered minerals.

6) In a paper published in J. Alloys and Compounds, four ternary carbide phases, Ti$_3$AlC$_2$, Ti$_2$AlC, Ti$_3$Al$(C_{0.5},N_{0.5})_2$ and Ti$_2$Al$(C_{0.5},N_{0.5})$, were fabricated and subjected to cyclic loading. Not surprisingly, they are all KNE solids. When the results were analyzed using our IKB model, the various relationships predicted between the three independently measured and calculated values - stress, energy dissipated per unit volume per cycle and nonlinear strain - were exceptionally well adhered to. Interestingly, the results showed that grain size played a more important role in determining the CRSS than chemistry. Lastly we note that the fact that we now can – using our IKB model – routinely calculate the CRSS of the dominant slip system from a simple cyclic compression experiment of a polycrystalline sample will prove to be very useful for metallurgists and material scientists since its will help elucidate the relationships between the yield points and CRSS. Such a measurements was not possible to date.

7) In a very recent paper published in Phil. Mag. work, we calculate the core structures of basal dislocations in graphite in a nanoscale continuum framework. The model consists of a stack of buffered Kirchhoff plates where the plates represent the covalent interactions within individual graphene sheets and the buffer layers represent the secondary interactions between them. In the mid-plane of the buffer layers, cohesive surfaces are introduced to account for the nonlinear deformations due to basal dislocations. The cohesive surface separation is governed by using an empirical 4-8 Lennard-Jones potential. Meanwhile, their relative shear sliding is governed by using a newly proposed empirical periodic stacking-fault potential. With these potentials, the core structures of full and partial dislocations are calculated and examined. We show how full dislocations automatically split into partials that repel each other. The core size of each partial, measured between peak stresses, is about 5 nm wide for the edge component and slightly narrower for the screw component. Since this size is about 10 times the lattice constant, it lends credence to our continuum model of basal dislocation cores in graphite. We also show that when the dislocations are densely packed on the same glide plane, i.e., in a pile up, with spacing one to two times the core size, the split partials retain their individual identity with well-defined and well-separated stress peaks. Meanwhile, the membrane normal stresses in the graphene sheets rise considerably at the pile-up tips, which in turn may explain further deformation mechanisms in graphite such as kinking and delamination.

8) In a paper in Appl. Phys. Letters, we reported on direct experimental observation of nonlinear hysteretic ultrasonic wave transmission through the kinking nonlinear elastic solids, Ti$_3$SiC$_2$ and Ti$_3$AlC$_2$ under bias stress loading. We observed two characteristic regimes: Up to strain ~ 2x10$^-4$, the ultrasound attenuation increased strongly and linearly with strain. At higher strains, the attenuation was fully reversible and hysteretic as the compressive stresses were cycled. This hysteretic behavior was attributed to interaction of the acoustic waves with dislocations in the incipient kink bands, the micro-mechanism believed to be responsible for the concomitant hysteretic stress-strain loops. This work led to the filing of a patent titled: “Smart Sensor Based on Nonlinear Elasticity and Ultrasound Attenuation”.
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